FAQ’s in support of runbritain Principles for Staging Road and MT
Running Events During Covid-19
Q. My event was approved by my local authority (LA) before Government restrictions were
introduced. Should I contact my LA now to see if they are still happy for it to go ahead?
A. Yes – LA’s and other stakeholders such as landowners will have to be satisfied that all appropriate
measures as detailed in the runbritain Principles for Staging Road and MT running Events During
Covid-19 have been introduced in the planning and delivery of the event.

Q. Why do I need to appoint a COVID-19 Officer, and do they need to be qualified?
A. The role needs to be an integral part of your event management structure.
The appointed person needs to be familiar with the current COVID-19 requirements and must ensure
that these requirements are adhered to and maintained throughout, build, event, and de-rig.
The race organiser must write a job role like any other role.
It is important to cover social distancing, hygiene, PPE, and environment (waste disposal) and ensure
that risk mitigation is being maintained.
The person does not have to be formally qualified but should have a good understanding of risk
management.

Q. Do I need to collect personal data of contractors, staff and volunteers during event build up
and event take down?
A. Yes you do – name, contact telephone number, date and time of arrival and departure.

Q. Why the need for an additional ambulance and isolation marquee/room?
A. If an athlete is identified of having COVID-19 symptoms during triage there is a need for your
medical providers to isolate the individual(s) into a separate facility for initial treatment. The
ambulance is needed if required to transport the patient with COVID-19 symptoms to hospital.
By having these additional facilities, it will not impact on the treatment of other event casualties or put
a burden on NHS resources.

Q. Should Medical Personnel be in PPE at all times?
A. Yes, so there is no delay in an emergency. Any other personnel who may not be able to carry out
their role under social distancing requirements should also be in PPE.

Q. Why do you recommend implementing no baggage facility?
A. For the following reasons.
1. Minimise queuing, therefore better dispersal, and conformity to social distancing
2. Minimise face to face time periods
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3. Minimise viral transmission through touching
4. Reduce potential impact on volunteers
Note: Most race starts/finishes are within a short distance from street parking or designated car
parking. (Most participants still attend events using their own vehicles).

Q. Why do you recommend no collection of medals, prizes, or gifts?
A. For the following reasons.
1. Minimise queuing, therefore better dispersal, and conformity to social distancing
2. Minimise face to face time periods
3. Minimise viral transmission through touching
4. Reduce potential impact on volunteers

Q. How will I start the race?
A. At present mass starts are not permitted.
The options are,
1. Time Trial type start – setting 1 athlete off at a time, with a gap in between.
2. Setting 2-3 athletes off at a time, with a gap in between.
3. Setting off a larger group/wave, size to be determined.
Remember the requirements for maintaining social distancing within the start funnel. If you use wave
starts give specific timing slots to avoid gatherings such as: - race numbers 1-500 arrive at 8.30am,
race numbers 500-1000 arrive at 9.30am for a 10am and 10.30am start respectively.

Q. Why are you recommending no water on the course distance up to 10K only and at the
finish?
A. For the following reasons,
1. During this period athletes need to be self-sufficient for their hydration needs which is no different
from when training.
2. Organisers can only provide water in sealed plastic bottles on a self-help basis and could have the
following consequence,
•
•
•

This could cause cross contamination
It could impact upon volunteers
Water Stations would have to be longer to reduce crowding and increase the need for
implementing more hygiene controls.

Although we are recommending not to provide water on the course and at the finish for 5K (finish
only) & 10k we are suggesting you provide water on the course for a Half Marathon.
Organisers will need to undertake a risk assessment to assess weather conditions, time of event,
time of year and race distance.
Athletes should therefore be prepared to come to the race hydrated and to bring their own water for
before, during and after the race.
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Q. There will be more wave starts and rolling starts in races held under Covid-19 conditions.
What is the position regarding times and rankings?
A. There are several scenarios: •

Normal Mass Race Start - Normal UKA rules apply, athletes will be positioned on gun time
but chip times will be listed on athlete profiles where provided.

•

Wave start / Time Trial (chip time available) - Where runners are being set off either
individually or in smaller waves, all results should be combined and positioned based on chip
time (time between each runner crossing the start and finish line). Gun times will not be
processed.

•

Wave starts (no chip time available) - Where no chip time is available, but the results have
been presented in separate waves based on gun time, results will be processed with each
wave listed as a separate set of results. If a subset of the race has been timed under gun time
but then all others have been chip timed (e.g. separate Elite race), that wave will be
separated and then the remaining results should be combined using chip times to produce a
"masses" set of results.

•

Wave / Time Trial (no official race organiser timing) - Where athletes are recording their own
race times and submitting them to race organisers using an "honesty" policy, results will not
be eligible for athlete profiles and a copy of the external results will just be listed on the
Po10/runbritainrankings results page with no processing. (Treated as a virtual race)

Q. Is there a maximum field size?
A. There is no set limit and the capacity of a race (and starting waves) would be determined by what
numbers of runners can be safely accommodated under the measures introduced by the organisers
to maintain social distancing.

Q. Under the current circumstances, will my event be covered by the UKA Public Liability
policy?
A. The policy provides cover for legal liability arising out of death, bodily injury, illness, disability or
disease. The policy does not contain a covid-19 exclusion.

Q. Is it appropriate for a runner in a road race to shout a warning as they catch up and prepare
to pass another runner? The reasoning being to warn the runner about to be overtaken, so that
they move over and allow for a socially distant passing manoeuvre.
A. Yes this would be acceptable.
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